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Interesting Projects

Tai Kong Po Drainage Channel Improvement (DC/2003/02)

Relocation of Shatin Sewage Treatment Works (DC/2018/05)
Biopile is an air-tight enclosure to hold contaminated soil that can be aerated to

remove volatile organic compound content before subsequent handling. It is basically
a customized large bag fabricated from HDPE geomembrane with HDPE pipe fittings
to encourage air circulation via air blower, condensation tank and activated carbon
filter exhaust. (natural@g-and-e.com)

Thousands and thousands of gabions were
used in the late 90’s to mitigate river channels in
Northwest New Territory basin. These were ideal
for stabilizing embankment, revitalizing ecology,
and harmonizing the natural environment. Over
the years, the drainage gabion structure stays
intact, flooding is under control, vegetation has
established, and ecological life has prospered.
Steven has more. (stevenlee@g-and-e.com)

Development of Lok Ma Chau Loop (YL/2017/03)
Filled embankment stability is improved by

introducing layer of geogrid during filling and
compaction. The geogrid induces friction in the soil
thereby restricting and reinforcing the fill material
from moving and sliding. (stanley@g-and-e.com)
Tung Chung New Town Extension (NL/2017/03)

marine environment during construction. Its integrity becomes vital under
the rough oceanic nature. The latest spans installed in January 2020 appears
to survive after typhoon Higos in August, perhaps in a sheltered area that has
limited the calamity of bad weather. Talk to Natural at natural@g-and-e.com.

South China Athlete Association
Non-woven geotextile finds

good application in drainage layer
separation underneath artificial turf.
It prevents aggregate penetration
into the subgrade. Talk to Ivan at
ivan@g-and-e.com.

Drainage aggregate 
separated from subgrade by 

geotextile, 
August 2020

Stanley Beach Residential Development
HDPE geomembrane once again shows the practicality and simplicity to

provide waterproofing to landscaping features. It is easily fitted and welded
to line pond profile. Over this impermeable layer, ornamental design can be
applied. (stanley@g-and-e.com)

Solmax geomembrane as pond lining, July 2020

Solmax impermeable base lining
July 2020

Biopile  from Solmax geomembrane in 
operation, August 2020

Matured application of gabion
September 2020

Gabion embankment 
completed in June 2006

Tensar RE580 geogrid on reinforced fill construction, 
August 2020

GESC DM15 silt curtain stays after typhoon
August 2020

Silt curtain controls water turbidity and mitigates
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New Product / Application

Hydrocell is a unique modular drainage system designed to
distribute and support heavy loads up to 1,000 kpa, whilst maintaining
a drainage path for collection and discharge of water. It comes in 600
mm x 500 mm panel with integral clips that make installation very
simple and economical. The panels can be laid on roof garden, over
subgrade and attach to structure with separation geotextile. Hydrocell
is made in Australia, fully certified, and tested for loading and
transmissivity. Talk to Natural at natural@g-and-e.com.

In late 2000, widely use of non-aesthetic shotcrete brought about a scheme of vegetating artificial hard slope
facing. A series of greening method was put forward for trial, Soil Panel developed in New Zealand was one of
them.

Soil Panel was basically a modular steel cage with internal coir lining to retain a layer of growth medium. Units
were bolted onto slope, soil in-filled and hydroseeded. Because of the steep gradient, irregular profile and
improper soil compaction, torrential rain and poor design, Soil Panel was a disaster. The failure remains as a
skeleton of weed, still vividly left at Tin Wan Hill Road since 2001 when it was first installed. Lesson learnt –
mandates need assessment, do not rush for trials. Talk to Gary at gary@g-and-e.com.

Soil Panel freshly seeded at Tin Wan 
Hill Road in July 2001

Tianjin Zhonglian Gelin has moved on from OEM manufacturing to exporter of
bentonite mat and GCL under her own trademark TMAT, which follows international
standard and carries CE marking. The material finds excellent application in
basement waterproofing, water containment and landfill lining. Excellent quality
and OEM prices are available. Details from Ivan, ivan@g-and-e.com.
Unloading TMAT GCL at Send Landfill August 2020

Maintenance access drainage, August 2020

Slope protection with surficial netting as active measures to prevent
mobility of loose objects has been widely adopted. Typical application is a
double twisted wire mesh, mechanically anchored. Heavy drapery mesh
system is now available when larger fragments stabilization is sought.

Steelgrid

Redundant Soil Panel in August 2020

HEA panel 
customized 
fabrication

HEA Panel, Port 
Hills NZ

Maccaferri 
Rock 
hazard 
with HEA 
Panel

HEA Panel

Maccaferri produces Steelgrid which is a
double twisted wire mesh reinforced with
steel cable, a much stronger capacity to
confine dislodged material. For rock mass,
Maccaferri has HEA panel which is a mesh
made from a single 8 - 12mm Ø steel
coated cable weaved with unravelled
connections, tested to a punching load of
300 kN. These can be secured to soil nails
or rock dowel to mask unstable areas. Talk
to Steven at stevenlee@g-and-e.com.

Hydrocell – Rigid Drainage Cell

Quality Bentonite Geosynthetic Clay Liner (GCL) from Tianjin, China

Slope Protection Using Surficial Netting

Project 20 years ago – Soil Panel
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Opinion Column
Sustainable Geosynthetics

There are increasing concerns in construction pertaining carbon footprint, environmental practice, resource
overconsumption, corporate responsibility to climate change and sustainable development. More resonance from
Government, consultants, architects, NGO and professional organizations are taking actions.

Technical Note 

Silt curtain is used to regulate water turbidity by controlling silt
dispersion within a confined zone from the source. It is not an
impoundment to filter silt but a permeable barrier to slow down
current, to accelerate silt settlement and to limit the spread and
resuspension beyond the study zone.

Design is conceptualized to define the generation of silt, its
propagation and the reduction of dispersion from the source, to
determine the enclosure boundary and the necessary alignment, to
ensure the structural durability under prevailing marine
environment, to monitor the effectiveness and compliance to design
criteria and to simplify handling, installation and maintenance.
There is no recognized specification and design method, let along
testing, and verification if a silt curtain would work. From
experience, practical design with standard components performs
with current under 1 m/s, depth no more than 10 m, an optimum
operation period of 12-18 months, skirting clearance of 0.5 m at all
time and distance from source at a minimum 50-100.

Design and fabrication of silt curtainSchematic of ideal silt curtain system

Silt curtain intercepts silt dispersion 
and encourages silt settlement

Simple system in calm environment

Silt Curtain with full mesh skirt

Silt Curtain Practicality

Daehan is producing biodegradable PVD
Maccaferri introduces endurable 

Polimac steel wire coatingTensar has a company energy policy 
on CO2 emission

Many of our suppliers have earmarked green policy priority. Check with Gary at
gary@g-and-e.com if green labelling can be beneficial in your next project.

Silt curtain is a temporary measure in most project and is only priced by a lump sum. This provision tends to
receive the least attention, with a minimal budget allocated, performance is undermined, dispute and downtime
become regular. Specific requirement and remeasurement item can only be fair when work can be duly
remunerated, rather than a necessary evil forced upon a contractor. Talk to Stanley at stanley@g-and-e.com for
insight.

It is never meant to be an impoundment
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Reader’s Response
Let us hear from you. Write to us at newsletter@g-and-e.com.  For back issue, please write to newsletter@g-and-e.com
or visit our website at www.g-and-e.com. 

Disclaimer The materials contained in this newsletter are provided  for general information purpose only and do not constitute legal or other professional advice.

G and E Company Limited
14th Floor, Kiu Yin Commercial Building, 361-363 Lockhart Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong
Tel: 2570 0103   Fax: 2570 0089   e-mail: info@g-and-e.com http://www.g-and-e.com

Tell a Colleague - Want your colleague to receive G and E Times also, click here.
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Covid 19 has a large impact worldwide. Limited availability of vessels, hence delayed shipment is expected,
and lockdown affects production. Meanwhile, home office has interrupted management, responses to requests are
not as timely, testing service has taken longer, ISO audit has virtually stopped, temporary certification is inevitable.
Conference and training have been procrastinated or put online.

The largest impact is stock run out. We are trying to expand our inventory hopefully to minimize project
disruption. To tie in with your project demand, please contact Shan at shan@g-and-e.com to know your
requirement.

Covid 19 Impact

For Your Information

The European Association of Geosynthetic product Manufacturers
(EAGM) is established with the goal to promote knowledge of high quality
geosynthetics and to underline the sustainable benefits when applying these
products. Of interest is the comparative life cycle assessment program,
quantifying the performance of common construction material (concrete,

2021 G and E Calendar
Our next year calendar ‘Looking Forward 2021’ is now in print. We

apologise we disappointed some of our customers last year when
copies ran out fast. You may wish to contact Shan Chiu shan@g-and-
e.com or call her at 25700103 so that we can plan early for reprints.

cement, Lime & gravel) verses that of geosynthetics. One example refers
to RC vs RE wall, the study shows that using geosynthetics has a 63–87 %
lower environmental impact, a more sustainable construction method.
Talk to Gary gary@g-and-e.com

Opinion Column (Con’t)

Solmax’s mission is to reduce the 
environmental impact of human activity 

ACE publishes paper on carbon 
reduction geosynthetics

ABG works with the UK Green 
Roof Organization on sustainable 

drainage

Concrete Canvas has life cycle assessment of 
concrete and global warming potential 
(GWP) report
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